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Hendricks, Anthony A.  Evaluation of Ergonomic Stress Factors at Company XYZ 

Abstract 

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, musculoskeletal disorders are recognized as a 

serious workplace health hazard.  Employees are susceptible to musculoskeletal disorders if the 

work they’re performing is constantly aggravating ergonomic stress factors.  Ergonomic stress 

factors include; excessive force, excessive repetition, awkward postures, and extreme 

temperatures.  Ergonomic stress factors can be controlled by limiting the employee exposure or 

by prevention through design.  Company XYZ has documented numerous ergonomic stress 

factors complaints from assembly line electricians that are tasked with assembling electrical wire 

harnesses.  Currently they don’t have any metrics in place to quantify employee’s symptoms to 

narrow down the cause of the employee’s complaints.  Utilizing an ergonomic task analysis 

worksheet will help evaluate the employee job task to figure out what motions are causing the 

pain and assist to make recommendations that abate employee exposure to ergonomic stress 

factors.  
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Chapter I: Introduction 

Musculoskeletal disorders are injuries or pain within a human musculoskeletal system 

and can include the joints, ligaments, muscles, nerves, tendons, and structures that support limbs, 

neck, and back.  Some common musculoskeletal disorders are carpal tunnel syndrome, back 

disability, and rotator cuff tendonitis.  Disorders of such may progress over weeks, months, or 

years.  The rate at which the disorder progresses depends on the employee and the exposure rate 

of the stress factor.  The stress factors include; excessive force, excessive repetition, awkward 

postures, and extreme temperatures (Occupational Health and Safety Association [OSHA], 

2000).  A mitigating method to reducing employee exposure to those stress factors is 

implementing an ergonomic plan.   

An unbalanced rate of physical work demands pushing individual physical capabilities, 

which contribute to a higher risk for musculoskeletal disorders (Holterman et al., 2010).  Many 

OSHA injury logs have documented musculoskeletal injuries, including carpal tunnel syndrome, 

tendinitis, back pain, etc.  Musculoskeletal disorders are recognized as a serious workplace 

health hazard by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (OSHA, 2000).   

Ergonomics is an applied science and focuses on the design of equipment to fit the 

majority of people who must interact with it (OSHA, 2000).  The six core elements for a 

successful ergonomics program are management commitment, employee involvement, 

identification of problem jobs, analyzing and developing controls for problem jobs, training and 

education, and medical management (Monroe, 2006).  The most critical, being management 

commitment.  This is mainly because management provides the funding for the program and sets 

the tone for the rest of the staff (Smith, 2003).  Having an effective ergonomic plan in place 

reduces the musculoskeletal disorders and provides a safer work environment overall (Roth, 
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2011).  If any company has indications of employees having musculoskeletal disorders, then an 

ergonomic plan is recommended (LaBar, 1991).   

Company XYZ is a steel manufacturing company that produces and distributes street 

sweepers.  The facility hosts a wide range of office and plant employees.  Plant employees are 

tasked with the production of the street sweepers.  The production process is divided step-by-step 

from start to finish of the street sweeper.  The steps include the following: mailing and receiving, 

welding, painting, then assembly line of putting the parts together, and lastly, testing the finished 

product.  Each step is an intricate piece to delivering quality products not only performing as 

expected, but also visually appealing to ensure continuous sales.   

Mailing and receiving handles receiving parts.  They either store them for later use or 

deliver them to welders.  Mailing and receiving also assist with mailing off finished products to 

the customers.  Welders have pre-set layouts based on customers request.  Once they receive the 

steel, they weld it, and then the steel is stored to cool down.  After the cool down stage, the steel 

is delivered to paint where it is paint blasted then touched up by painters per customers request.  

The finished painted steel is then put through a curing oven and hung up to dry afterwards.  After 

the paint is dry, the pieces of steel are delivered to the assembly line to begin the process of 

building the street sweeper.  The assembly line includes the steel being put together, adding on 

the engine, adding windows/doors, putting in the radio, adding different features per customers 

request, and testing to ensure everything works properly.   

Company XYZ has documented employee complaints about multiple ergonomic stress 

factors, including awkward postures, repetitive motion, and excessive reaching during the 

assembly line stage where electricians are required to assemble an electrical wire harness for the 

street sweepers on the floor.  They can be seated or standing.  Either way, the electricians are 
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forced to bend over and reach down in an awkward position for extended periods of time.  This 

leaves them exposed to multiple ergonomic stress factors that could become nagging 

musculoskeletal injuries.   

Statement of the Problem 

Company XYZ has documented numerous ergonomic stress factors complaints from 

assembly line electricians.  Currently they do not have any metrics in place to measure an 

employee’s symptoms to narrow down the cause of the employee’s complaints.  

Purpose of the Study 

Evaluating job tasks of the assembly line electrician must focus on the work assignment, 

the line balance, and the design of each individual work station (Longo & Mirabelli, 2009) to 

determine mitigation methods for the ergonomic stress factors associated with assembling an 

electrical wire harness.  

Definition of Terms 

The following terms are industry-specific and are defined here for clarity. 

Abate.  Reducing a hazard to make it less threatening.  

Direct cost.  Direct cost is the cost of medical bills the employer must cover in case of an 

injury, usually under insurance.  

Health hazard.  A health hazard is based on considerable evidence, including at least 

one study conducted in accordance with an established scientific principle that acute or chronic 

health effects may occur in exposed employees.   

Implement.  Implement means to put a policy or procedure into effect.  

Indirect cost.  Indirect cost is a cost the employer must cover after an injury that is not 

covered by insured.   
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Mitigate.  Mitigate means to make a health hazard less severe, serious, or painful. 

Limitations of the Study 

 This study has the following limitations: 

1. Only first-shift employees are being observed at Company XYZ. 

2. It is difficult to quantify activities performed outside of work by the employees.  
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Chapter II: Literature Review 

The electricians at Company XYZ are potentially at risk for experiencing ergonomic 

discomfort due to the high exposure of awkward work positions associated with assembling an 

electrical wire harness.  Working in an awkward position for prolonged periods of time increases 

ergonomics on the body and can lead to musculoskeletal disorders and/or injuries.  Company 

XYZ has documented complaints from employees and does not have a metric system in place in 

to measure the root cause of the complaints.   

The employees at Company XYZ have repeatedly reported discomfort in their back, 

shoulders, and knees.  Over prolonged periods of time without being treated, ergonomic 

discomfort can lead to musculoskeletal injuries.  Musculoskeletal injuries can lead to permanent 

chronic conditions.  Whether the musculoskeletal disorder is acute or chronic, the medical cost 

can weigh heavily on the employer if deemed work-related. The employer would be liable to 

cover the employee’s medical cost through workers compensation and loss production time from 

the employee being placed on medical leave or restrictions (OSHA, 2015).  

The review of literature for this study discusses different ergonomic strategies that 

Company XYZ could utilize to assess and mitigate ergonomic hazards.   

Purpose of Ergonomics 

An ergonomic program aids with mitigating musculoskeletal disorders in the workplace.  

When developing an ergonomic plan, management should follow a hierarchy of controls.  The 

hierarchy of controls consists of steps to mitigate workplace hazards.  The company should aim 

to eliminate the hazard if possible, substitute the hazards, provide engineering controls around 

equipment design, re-assess administrative controls, or provide employees with personal 

protective equipment (OSHA, 2016).   
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The first step in the hierarchy of controls consists of the employer eliminating the hazard.  

Typically, employers use this step if the process is extremely dangerous.  It would be safer for 

the employer to abate this type of hazard than to run the risk of an employee getting injured 

(OSHA, 2016).  If the employer could not eliminate the hazard, then they would proceed to the 

next step, substitute the hazard.  

Substituting a hazard only reduces the hazard to become less harmful to an employee.  If 

substitution is not applicable, then the employer would consider re-evaluating the engineering 

controls associated with the process.  Engineering controls focus on altering the equipment to 

better fit an employee; however, the hazard could still exist.  Administrative controls focus on 

management strategies to mitigate employee exposure to the hazard.  The least effective step in 

the hierarchy of controls is personal protective equipment, because at this step management 

accepts the hazard and can only provide equipment to limit the exposure to it (OSHA, 2016).  

Utilizing the hierarchy of controls puts prevention through design (PtD) and is commonly 

utilized when establishing an ergonomic program.  Schulte (2008) defined PtD as: 

The practice of anticipating and designing out potential occupational safety and health 

hazards and risks associated with new processes, structures, equipment, or tools, and 

organizing work, such that it takes into consideration the construction, maintenance, 

decommissioning, and disposal/recycling of waste material, and recognizing the business 

and social benefits of doing so.  (p.5) 

Prevention through design.  There were 387,820 musculoskeletal disorder injuries 

reported in 2011, which contributed to 33% of employee injuries that year (Bureau of Labor 

Statistics [BLS], 2013).  Musculoskeletal disorder injuries could have been prevented if an 

organization had an effective PtD ergonomic program in place.  Musculoskeletal disorders 
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generally do not occur overnight, but usually develop over prolonged periods of time due to 

repetitive motions, over-exertion, and/or extreme temperatures otherwise known as ergonomic 

stress factors (Weidman et al., 2000). place.  Musculoskeletal disorders generally do not occur 

overnight, but usually develop over prolonged periods of time due to repetitive motions, over-

exertion, and/or extreme temperatures otherwise known as ergonomic stress factors (Weidman et 

al, 2000).  

Designing new equipment to eliminate ergonomic stress factors could lead to the 

reduction of musculoskeletal disorder injuries.  Utilizing a PtD approach requires the equipment 

manufacturers to have a pro-safety mentality when designing the equipment (Weidman et al, 

2000).  It is important for equipment designers and safety professionals to build a respectful 

working relationship.  Doing so, allows the two to understand each other’s objectives and 

provides a safe working environment for employees (Hoff, 2014).   

It is important to get employee feedback during the design phase, because they are the 

people operating the tools.  If the employees are not included, then the management or 

equipment designers could potentially miss ergonomic hazards recommendations (Aon, 2016).  

Numerous research studies have been done which proves that employees feedback aided in 

identifying work related ergonomic hazards.   

Gabrille Griffin, an ergonomist in the 1990s, followed several office ergonomic cases.  

One particular case that Griffin wrote about revolved around a desk employee who felt 

discomfort in her lower back and arms after every shift for several weeks.  Before the employee 

notified the management team, she evaluated her daily routine to identify any potential task that 

could have contributed to the discomfort.  Since the employee could not figure out the cause of 

her discomfort, she contacted her management team with her concerns.  Management took the 
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time to evaluate the employee’s workstation.  The team changed the equipment that was 

contributed to the employee’s awkward posture.  The adjustments stopped the discomfort from 

accumulating into a musculoskeletal disorder.  Thus, the ergonomic assessment ultimately saved 

the company from cost associated with musculoskeletal disorders and saved the employee from a 

prolonged injury (Griffin, 1992).   

Including employees, feedback also improves the moral in the workplace and makes 

employees feel wanted, which in the end leads to better performance (Hoff, 2014).  

“Management commitment to a well-conceived program for ergonomics may contribute to the 

safety, health, and overall satisfaction of employees, resulting in higher productivity throughout 

an organization” (Hoff, 2014, p. 2).  The benefits of an effective ergonomics program were 

determined after Doctor Lowe, an industrial engineer at the National Institute for Occupational 

Safety and Health, performed research on preventing musculoskeletal disorders for fifth-teen 

years (Hoff, 2014).  

Implementing an efficient ergonomic plan takes work from everyone in the company, 

including hourly employees to top management.  Everyone plays a pivotal role in assisting with a 

plan to be efficient (Aon, 2016).  With emphasis on the PtD concept, it is rewarding when 

everyone is involved.  From the employee’s prospective, you notice management is actually 

listening when you see improvement being done in areas that you may have been worried about.  

In my experience, seeing that motivated me to continue to work harder for my employer.  From 

management prospective, you are making needed improvements and saving a lot of money from 

the cost of injuries.  As a safety person, you see everyone is involved and contributing to 

bettering the safety culture.  After funding, I believe getting everyone involved is the biggest 

challenge for having an effective ergonomic plan.   
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Successful outcome.  Bath Iron Works is a company that builds United States Navy 

ships.  With such a demanding task, the company takes pride in the quality of work they produce.  

Bath Iron Works were often working against the clock when trying to complete a ship, leading 

them to a rapidly increasing musculoskeletal injuries and illnesses.  Often, employees who are 

facing time incentives are pressured to work harder, causing them to aggravate an ergonomic 

stress factor that leads to a musculoskeletal disorder (McGlothlin, Zavits, & Sullivan, 2014).  

No one ever believes there is a problem until something catastrophic occurs, and for Bath 

Iron Work that was getting cited in 2007 by OSHA under the General Duty Clause 5(a)(1) for 

not abating recognized hazards (McGlothlin et al., 2014).  The General Duty Clause 5(a)(1) 

states that, “Employers are required to provide their employees with a place of employment that 

is free from recognized hazard that are causing or likely to cause death or serious harm” (OSHA, 

2004, p.1).  To avoid the continuous fines and increasing musculoskeletal injuries, Bath Iron 

Works implemented an ergonomic program that focused on worksite analysis, hazard prevention 

and control, medical management, and training and educating employees (McGlothlin et al., 

2014).  

A safety professional performs a worksite analysis.  Their job is to analyze the worksite 

to find hazards that may be present.  Hazard prevention and control involves applying the data 

from the worksite analysis to guide you through research for control of the hazards found.  

Medical management hires an on-site physician to oversee the injuries an in attempt to mitigate 

minor injuries before they force an employee to miss time from work.  Training is done to ensure 

the employees know how to perform a task correctly without putting themselves or others in 

harm’s way, which correlates with educating employees about the hazards and safe practices.  

Compiling the information from the listed strategies assists when the design of new equipment 
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comes into play.  The design professional factors and all concerns from employees to 

management in an attempt to re-design a tool or equipment that is considered to be hazardous 

(Hoff, 2014).  

Bath Iron Works covered the significant factors in order for an ergonomic program to be 

effective with continued success.  Those significant factors included management commitment, 

employee involvement, identifying hazards, training, controlling hazards, and monitoring 

progression (Reich, 1993).  Utilizing the PtD ergonomic concept, Bath Iron Works won three 

awards over the past 6 years dating back 2012 at the Applied Ergonomics Conference.  

Ultimately, Bath Iron Works lowered their incident rate by 20% and lowered their severity rate 

50% over a 5-year interval (McGlothlin et al., 2014), which indicates an effective ergonomics 

program.   

In 2015, Aon conducted a casualty risk control practice survey to provide insight on 

various industries’ risk control measures for their ergonomics program from a pre- and post-lost 

standpoint.  The survey was administered online from March 30, 2015 until June 22, 2015 and 

consisted of 13 questions.  The survey focused on who was responsible for the ergonomic 

program, the driving ergonomics efforts, and what metrics were being used, and if the 

measurements were being utilized effectively (Aon, 2016).  

The top industries represented in the survey were durable goods manufacturing, which is 

defined as, “Includes manufacturing of metal, plastic, wood, and electronic products, including 

assembly, automotive, furniture, and building material from shipped raw materials (e.g., not 

mined or forested),  and including large scale printing operations” (Aon, 2016, p. 8).  

Out of the companies that completed the survey 28.32% indicated that their ergonomics 

program is driven by regional/corporate/global staff (Aon, 2016).  Having management actively 
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drive ergonomics increases the chances of an effective ergonomic program (Hoff, 2014).  

Twenty-seven percent of companies that completed the survey confirmed that they do not have a 

designated owner for their ergonomics program (Aon, 2016).  “Organizations lacking an 

ergonomics process owner may experience significant lag in process improvements and 

difficulty sustaining ergonomics initiatives” (Aon, 2016, p. 11).  

Employee health and safety continues to be the leading driving force behind ergonomics 

efforts, and 69.91% of the survey participants agreed as well.  The rest of the field selected 

company culture, regulatory compliance, or management initiative as drivers behind their 

company’s ergonomic related efforts, which shows their carelessness for the ergonomic program 

(Aon, 2016).   

Musculoskeletal injuries do not happen overnight.  They are usually a combination of 

ergonomic stress factors over time.  Ergonomics stress factors can be excessive force, awkward 

postures, and repetitive motions.  The two major areas of concern for the companies surveyed 

were back injuries and hand/wrist injuries, which both had over 68% from the participants.  A 

prevention through design approach can be used to abate the injuries but is expensive.  A less 

expensive approach would be a risk control consultant to perform an ergonomic task analysis to 

determine the stress factors that contribute to the discomfort that the employee feels (Aon, 2016). 

Companies track incidents using the total recordable incident rate and days away 

restricted rate per federal regulations (OSHA, 2017).  The companies that participated in the Aon 

surveyed reported that 60% of their total recordable injury rate (TRIR) were related to ergonomic 

musculoskeletal injuries.  Forty-six percent of the 60% were placed on restricted duty or could 

not come into work (Aon, 2016).   
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Metrics can tend to identify a reactive approach when dealing with workplace injuries.  

Reactive means the loss occurred in order to obtain the data.  OSHA recommends that companies 

use a pro-active approach.  A proactive approach is obtaining quantifiable data on employee’s 

symptoms from a pre-loss standpoint in hopes to mitigate the problem before a loss occurs 

(OSHA, 2015).   

One tool that companies can use to be more proactive is the Ergonomic Task Analysis 

Worksheet, which is used to quantify employee’s ergonomic stress factors.  The ergonomic task 

analysis worksheet breaks down an employee’s job tasks to identify the substandard ergonomic 

stressors.  Thirty-five percent of the surveyed participants in the Aon study indicated that they 

use the ergonomic task analysis tool to evaluate the process design, claim and injury 

management, and job specific training.  Sixty-five percent of the participants expressed that they 

never utilized the ergonomic task analysis tool (Aon, 2016). 

Ergonomic task analysis.  In 2001, the Great American Insurance Company developed 

the Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet that a company could use to survey employee postures 

to mitigate potential ergonomic hazards (Great American Insurance Company, 2019).  The 

worksheet assisted with identifying and measuring risk factors associated with the assembly line 

workers working first shift at Company XYZ (see Appendix A).   

The Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet categorizes the most common risk factors to 

observe when evaluating high-risk jobs that can lead to musculoskeletal disorders (Great 

American Insurance Company, 2004).  The risk factor categories include repetition, posture, 

vibration, reach, force, static loading and fatigue, contact stress impacts, lifting and materials 

handling, and the environment.  Within the categories, the ergonomist must score each risk factor 

as ideal, warning level, and take-action.  Ideal indicates that the task is acceptable, and no 
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changes are required.  Warning level categorizes the action/task as partially acceptable but with 

some areas of concern that can lead to potential MSD’s down the line.  Take-action items are 

considered high risk actions/tasks that an employee is performing that raises serious concerns to 

their health.  Such tasks should be abated.   

Summary  

An ergonomic program aids with mitigating musculoskeletal disorders in the workplace.  

If a company does not proactively address ergonomic concerns, then it could lead to loss 

production time and cost associated with the recovery time for the employee (Griffin, 1992).  

One tool that has been utilized by manufacturing and insurance industry to assess ergonomic 

disorders is the Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet.  This worksheet is categorized by 

ergonomic stressors involving repetition, force, lifting and material handling, static loading, 

posture, reach, contact stress, and environment.  The worksheet assists with evaluating job tasks.  

The evaluation breaks down movements to identify ergonomic risk steps in a procedure.   

The Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet is effective because it details which ergonomic 

stressor is being aggravated during each step of the task.  This researcher utilized the Ergonomic 

Task Analysis Worksheet to identify ergonomic stressors associated with Company XYZ 

electricians assembling an electrical wire harness.   
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Chapter III: Methodology 

Company XYZ has documented numerous amounts of employee complaints about 

ergonomic stress factors.  The company does not have a metric system in place to measure the 

root cause of the complaints, leaving them susceptible to reoccurring musculoskeletal injuries.  

Using an Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet will help evaluate the employee job task to figure 

out what physical motions are causing pain and assist in making recommendations to abate the 

problem.  The goals that guided this study were: 

• Use the Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet to evaluate the process of assembling 

an electrical wire harness.  

• Analyze the data collected to identify which ergonomic stressors are contributing 

factors to employee musculoskeletal disorder complaints.  

Instrumentation  

The Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet, created by the Great American Insurance 

Company (2004), assists with identifying and measuring risk factors associated with the 

assembly line workers working the first shift at Company XYZ.  A sample of the worksheet is 

located in Appendix A.  The Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet categorizes the most common 

risk factors to observe when evaluating high-risk jobs that can lead to musculoskeletal disorders 

(Great American Insurance Company, 2004).  The risk factor categories include repetition, 

posture, vibration, reach, force, static loading and fatigue, contact stress impacts, lifting and 

materials handling, and the environment.  Within the categories, the ergonomist must score each 

risk factor as ideal, warning level, and take-action.  Ideal is considered acceptable with no 

changes required.  Warning level categorizes the action/task as acceptable but with some areas of 
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concern that can lead to injuries.  Take-action items are high risk tasks an employee performs 

constantly that raise concern to their health and should be abated.  

Data Collection Procedures 

The assembly line electrician was evaluated using the Ergonomic Task Analysis 

Worksheet during the first shift while assembling an electrical wire harness.  The worksheet 

assisted with grading the following ergonomic stress factors: repetition, posture, vibration, reach, 

force, static loading, pressure, lifting and materials handling, and the environment.   

Data Analysis 

When categories are graded ideal, then the job task will not have any risk factors 

associated with musculoskeletal disorders.  When categories are graded as warning level, the job 

task may present risk factors associated with musculoskeletal disorders and recommendations 

would be made to abate the risk.  When categories are graded take-action, the job task is 

contributing to musculoskeletal disorders and should be abated immediately. 

Limitations 

This study had the following limitations: 

1. Only the first shift employee was evaluated at Company XYZ.   

2. It is difficult to quantify activities performed outside of work by employees that could 

contribute to musculoskeletal disorders.   
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Chapter IV: Results 

Company XYZ has documented numerous amounts of employee complaints about 

ergonomic stress factors and does not have a metric system in to measure the root cause of the 

complaints.  This leaves employees susceptible to reoccurring musculoskeletal injuries.   

Using an ergonomic task analysis worksheet helped in evaluating the job task to figure out what 

motions are causing the pain and assist to make recommendations to abate the problem.  The 

goals that guided this study were: 

• Use the Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet to evaluate the process of assembling 

an electrical wire harness.  

• Analyze the data collected to identify which ergonomic stressors are contributing 

factors to employee musculoskeletal disorder complaints.  

To assemble an electrical wire harness, an electrician must take the following steps:  

1. Set up the workstation based on the customer requirements for the electrical wire 

harness.  To limit employee movements and steps, Company XYZ provides a toolbox 

station.  The tool box is easy to slide because of the wheels and is also height 

adjustable.  The electrician ensures that all equipment needed for the job is stocked 

inside the toolbox and then slides the toolbox to close proximity of the workstation.  

At the workstation is a three-foot slidable stool/ chair with minimal back support.  

The stool is provided by the company to minimize employee reach when attaching 

electrical wires to the harness.   

2. Lay the 23-foot-long base of the harness on the ground.  The base of harness is 

required to be stretched out on a flat surface.  The base is dropped to the ground with 

the electrician sliding down the base to ensure it is in a straight line.   
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3. While sliding down the 23-foot-long base of the harness, the electrician must stop 

every 6-12 inches to zip tie smaller wires individually to the base.  The electrician 

must grab a handful of zip ties and slide down the harness base.  Each time the 

electrician makes it back to the beginning, another handful of zip ties must be 

grabbed.   

4. After all the wires are attached individually to the base, the electrician must slide 

down the base one more time to zip tie all the wires collectively to the base.  This is 

done by grabbing a handful of zip ties then proceeded down the line to tie wires every 

6-12 inches.   

5. Once all attachments are completed, the electrician slides down the base one last time 

to ensure that the electrical wire harness is up to Company XYZ standards and fulfills 

the customer’s request.  

During each step of this process, every movement was document to categorize within the task 

analysis sheet.   

Movements/Classifications (Step 1)  

Each movement from step 1, along with the associated classification status from the task 

analysis sheet was categorized as follows: 

• Exerted slight force to push the toolbox to the workstation less than 10 times – ideal 

(material handling)  

• Exerted slight force to push the stool/chair to the workstation less than 10 times – 

ideal (material handling)  

• Sat on the stool/chair to begin assembling the electrical wire harness – warning 

(contact stress) warning (sitting posture)  
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Movements/Classifications (Step 2)  

Each movement from step 2, along with the associated classification status from the task 

analysis sheet was categorized as follows: 

• Exerted minimal force to lower the base to the ground – ideal (material handling)  

• Exerted minimal force with legs to slid down the line of the base to ensure it was 

straight – ideal (force) 

• While sliding, employee had to reach down more than 45 degrees more than 4 times 

per minute to straighten the base – take-action (reach)  

• Pressure points from the edge of the chair/stool at the hamstrings warning (contact 

stress)  

Movements/Classifications (Step 3)  

Each movement from step 3, along with the associated classification status from the task 

analysis sheet was categorized as follows: 

• Hands were in power grip position while exerting minimal force to grab and hold zip 

ties – ideal (force)  

• Reaching and Bending more than 45 degrees from the stool/chair to the harness’ base 

on the floor – take-action (reach)  

• Sitting in the stair/stool position for extended time – warning (posture)  

• Pressure points from the edge of the chair/stool at the hamstrings – take-action 

(contact stress)  

• Hands in pinch position when tying wires together every 6-12 inches - warning 

(force) take-action (static loading) (repetition)  
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Movements/Classifications (Step 4)  

Each movement from step 4, along with the associated classification status from the task 

analysis sheet was categorized as follows: 

• Hands were in power grip position while exerting minimal force to grab and hold zip 

ties – ideal (force)  

• Reaching and bending more than 45 degrees from the stool/chair to the harness’ base 

on the floor – take-action (reach)  

• Sitting in the stair/stool position for extended time – warning (posture)  

• Pressure points from the edge of the chair/stool at the hamstrings – take-action 

(contact stress)  

• Exerting minimal for to zip tying every 6-12 inches – take-action (static loading) 

(repetition)  

• Hands in pinch position when exerting less than 2 pounds of force tying wires to the 

base – warning (force)  

• Once all wires are attached individually to the base, employee slid down the base to 

attach (zip tie) the entire bundle (base and wires) together every 6-12 inches – 

warning (force)  

Movements/Classifications (Step 5) 

Each movement from step 1, along with the associated classification status from the task 

analysis sheet was categorized as follows: 

• Reaching and bending more than 45 degrees from the stool/chair to the harness on the 

ground – take-action (reach)  

• Sitting in the stair/stool position for extended time – warning (posture) 
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• Pressure points from the edge of the chair/stool at the hamstrings warning (contact 

stress)  

Table 1 shows how movements from the five steps were graded by risk factor levels: ideal, 

warning, or take-action.  

Table 1 

Ergonomic Stress Factors Grading Scale 

Stress Factor Ideal Warning Level Take Action 

Repetition   II 

Posture  IV  

Lifting & Material Handling III   

Reach   IV 

Force II III I 

Static Loading & Fatigue   II 

Pressure/Contact Stress  III II 

 
Item Analysis 

The Summary Worksheet shows the overall scoring of the task of assembling an 

electrical wire harness.  During each step, ergonomic stress factors were combined to quantify 

the employee’s exposure to the following ergonomic stress factors: repetition, force, lifting and 

material handling, static loading, posture, reach, contact stress, and the environment (see Figures 

1 through 7).   
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Figure 1.  Ergonomic task analysis page 1. 

I 

Ergonomics Task Analysis Worksheet 

Dutctions;: Thi: &gono .. ics Task Anllyiis WOrbhtitt provides I mtthod ror idtfttifying, ev11&ating, aoo 
eliminating/controlling ergOAOfflk risk fattors. Obsefw Sif'lllfflll task cycles prior to 1111klng notes or <n-.ing 
cooclusions. Score each risk factor (ideal, warning lewL Of take .actioa) tllat most ,esembles tfle task you are 
1rulyzing. Onc.e you h1w completed tht worbheet. cmtt 1n Action P1M {how to control or tliminite tht risk 
factor). rocusing ori um from ttte "l.ate Action'"' colum11 first. lt is oft.en taelplut to \IMMOU:pe the job to 
fadhtate a more detailed review ar,d action plan. 

Repetition 
NIOSH defines a rtpftitivf, tJsk JS one with J w;I( cycle time of less th,n 30 StcOtlds: or ptrforn,ed for 
prolonged periods.. suth as an &-hour sh.ift. 

Ideal 

I. No ~tivt: hand or 
ara mtions 

Posture 
Ideal 

Standing 

2. Knees are straight:.. 
bi..- not locked. 
Back is upright and 
s-trai~L Ho twisting. 
reaching or befldlng. 
(SN reoching) 

Sitting 

3. Bac.k and legs 
supported by 
COlllfortiblt chiir. 
Feet are flat on 
floor or foot rest. 

He.id/Neck 

, . He.ad and ntck 
are upright and 
stJJi,jlt 

Warnlno Le¥el - Monitor 

lA. RepttitM huMI Of 1n1 
rmrioos wit!\ cycle times 
of 30~ seconds 

Wunin Lwtl • Mon.itDr 

St.mding 

v.. Knees partly 
bent. 

Sitting t '.IA. ad< Is only 1 
rtially SUpjlOrted 

or Feet irt !'GI flit. ~g 
Head/ Neck 

4A. Bent forw11d less than 20' 

Tne Action 

I 8. l,petttiw hone! or ,m 
· ns with cycle tifflfs 

of less than 30 seconds 

Tu.:t Action 

St•ncling ri 
28. Squatting > l hrs/day C,~ 

1 
28. Kneeling > l hrs/day [h 

28. Using J root pedal ~ 

Sitting 

38. little support fo, 
legs and back. 
Feet do not 
touch floor. 

Head/ Neck 

4A. Bent forward more than 20· 
> l h,vday 
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Figure 2.  Ergonomic task analysis page 2. 

Re.achfProper Height: 
ldNl 

9. Work should be perfocmed 
a.t 90· or slightly a~ or 
below elbow Lewi 

10. Ho twistino.. reachino 
Of bendino: 

W.amtng Leffl - Jlonitot 

9A. Ams forward tip to 
4S • or ~ueotty 
maintained 
outside of the 
1deat posnion 
> 4 hrs/day 

98. Ams bad: up to 
20· and 110 mo,e 
than z.4 ttmes 
PH•JUnute 
> 4 tars/day 

9C. Elbows bfflt up 
to ZS,_ above 
or bela# the 
1deatposnion 
> 4 hrs/day 

90. El.bows up to ,s· 

·- - body > 4 brs/Gay 

lCA. Twistioo llD to ,s• 
or fre(lueo.t 
twisting 
(2..l rimg PM 
mioote} 

108. BeooJng/reacmng torwanl 
up to 45 •• l'requenl bendlng 

(2-4 u .... pe, m,, 
ute) o, > lO'!I. mo "' .. 
th-~ hours / 

pDf'dJIY \1 --
without 

"'"""" 
lOC. Bencfino/mdrino~ 

to the SU up to • 
20· ot frequent f 
bending (2-4 ; 
times per 
mlr..ite) ~ 

T.a.ke ACtlOl\ .... Arms forwatd 
aore than 4 S • 
o, coostandy ' mainta:ined ' , 
outSlde of me 
10eat posttion 
>.) hrS/day 

98. Arms back n:,re 
than 20· o,- mOfe 
than, times 
per l'llll'IUte 

> 3 hnfd;ty 

9C. a.bows bent men 
than ZS"!'. abow 
"'below tile 
Ideal posinon 
> 3 hrs/day 

90. Bbows mo,e than 
,; any 
nom body 
> 3 htS/day 

lDA. T-.istina raore 
than t.S- ot 
highly 
l'!S)ftitiW 
twisting (llll)l'e , 
lhan , ti mes. ,, 
per roioute) 

108. nmng/reactuog twWaro 
r::iore thao •s·. ttighty 

~:~=::9~(mo.-e~ 
-.:nllbl,) o. more ',;:_;J 
di.:in 1 h-
perdaywitho<it ....... 

3 
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Figure 3.  Ergonomic task analysis page 3. 

Force 
Foroe ;s the •mourn of physiut effort required to do a task or mainuiin control of d1e tools or equipment. 
Effort depends on the wei,glw. of t:he object~ type of grip, ob,jea di mensioos, type of activity. stipperi ness ot
the- object and duration of the task. 

ldul Wamb1.Q Lewl • Nonit.or ---n . ObjtcU lifted by hlrw:1 weigh 11>.. ObjtcU llftl<I by harw:1 -igh 118. ObjtcU Uftll-d by hand welgh 
le$S. th.m l pound less than 1 povnd and more than 1 ~nd or highly 

frequent lifting (no more 
than 20 times. .an houT) 

repetiti..e lifting: (more than 
20 dmM an hour) 

12. Object:5 lifted by tf>e b~ 1 u,. Objecu lifted by tile bock 128. Objects ~fled by <he bade 
weigh liess t:han S pounds weigh beb,,een S and 25 weigh more than 2S pounds 

pou:nds or trequent Lifting or big hly re~tidve Ufttn,g 
(no mo~ di;an 20 tlmtt/ hol.lr) (n-.. than 20 dmHjhour) 

Duration (;lon Duration 
13. Ho pinch grip used. FingHS odent.e pmch gri.p or pinch 13:A. Severe pinc.h grip or pinc:h 

.uid thuJnb c.omfon~bly flt ~tip with Ltu than 2 pound$ grip ~d witt. gN!a.~t th..tn 
a,ound tool or object or foroe 2 poundJ ol lolO 

~ 
G: B ~ 

13 a. Cirip ii sligbtly too wf<» ll8. Grip is l?XtAfflely wld• 

?:- m ~ 
~ Power gr1p Ui.e.d • Ith litti. 14A. Po._~, grtp used ""Ith Less 148~ Pot.titer gr'\p used with more 

ta flO forte. thiln l 0 pounds of forc,e. di.an 1 O pounds of force. 
Forearm rotation force is less Forearm rotation force is 
tflan !:, pour1ck more t:h.ui !. poti:nds 

15. &tire h1.nd 

ft= 
ISA. Thumb 

~ 
158. Finger(<) 

~ 
controJ;s activated ~ 

bigger control control 

16. Tools or objects ha:ve 16".A.. Awl:wan:I hindle:s 168~ Handles, tools o r ob-jecu tha.t. 
handles that: a re rounded concentrate tcwce or have 

no handtes 

l~ Tool1, wftfl ;. • t'-. 168. Ho•dles that~ 
awkward ~'\ concentrai.e ~ 
handles ~ force 

'- ' 
Ch0etse One 

~ 
16.A~ Objects with 0 168. Objects with 

awltwa..td bandies no ha.ndtes 

SUpperin,es:_s Slipperin1HS Slipperiness 
t?. Gloves do not need 

~ 
UA. 61.oves are. needed but fit well 1?8. Glo-l,.es are r-.eeded but tit 

to be worn -
~ ~. poorly 

at .iny ti me l';._I .... , 
- -
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Figure 4.  Ergonomic task analysis page 4. 

Static Loading and Fatigue 
Static loading refers ID stating in the same position for prolon!l"d perioos. Tasks that use the "'me musdes or 
motions for long duratioos (6 seconds or more at one time) and repetitively (more than SO'- repetitioo) 
increase the Likelihood of fatigue. 

Ide.I Wamlng Level • Monitor takeArtion 

Duration Duration Duration 
18. Constant position, tool or !&A. Constant position, tool or 188. ConstJnt position. !Doi or 

object is held less ti.an object is held 6 to 10 object is held more than 
6 seconds seconds 10 seconds 

Repetition Repetition ft _ ... ·non 
19. Less than 2S'I. of the task 19A. 2S'I. to SO'I'. or the task ~ -lore th~~ so,, of the task 

is repetm\le is repetitive lS repetrtlve 

Premue/ Contact Stress/ Repeated Impacts 
Refers to pres.sure Of contact from !Dols or equipment handles with narrow width that create local pressure. It 
also applies to sharp corners of desks Of couow tops. Impact refers ID the use of hands, knees, foot. etc. as a 
hammer. (~red to ftJru CDndilions in irem 16.) 

Ideal Wamtno Level· Monitor take Action 

20. No cont.art or impact streiS: 20A.Occasional and minimal 208. loostJnt presstR or impact 
tools. objects., or wcrkstation i,resswe or impact on hands on hand. or bocly. Hand, 
do oot press against hands or bocly. Hand, knee or otMr knee or other bocly pan 
or bocly bocly pan used as hammer used as hammer more than 

less than 2 hours/llay 2 houn/day 

Lifting and Materials Handling 
Ideal Warning Lewi - Monitor take Artioa 

21. No Mtiftg or lo"'-eri"I or ~ ccasionil Lifting and/or 218. Constant 6fting and/or 
materials (see also force for wering (no more thiln lowering ( more than 
weights of objects handled) 20 times per hou,) 20 limes per hour) 

Push/ PuU Push/Pull Pu5'h/ PaU 
22. No pushing Of puUirg of 22A. Pushing or pulling 10-SO 228. Pushing or puUing more than 

carts or materials urts per shift SO cans per shift 

B_tight force is recivired to 2JA. Moderate Force is required 23 B. HicJh fora, is required to 
push or pull cans or materiau ID ptJSh or pull cans or push or pull m,terials. 
PU51iing is preferred over rnaterials. 
oullinQ objects. 
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Figure 5.  Ergonomic task analysis page 5. 

Wo,k Pace Work Pace Work Pace 
~ Worker has adequate control 24.A.. Worker has some corrtml 24B. Worlcer has oo control 

o...er w«k pace. o...er w«k paa. over work pace. 

~ ting Lighting lighting 
The lighting is adequate 2SA. The lighting is slightly 2SB. The lighting is significantly 
for the t.Hk. too bright or too daflc too bright or too dark 

for the task. for the tlllc. 

dITfrabJre Temperature Temperature 
The temperatiu re is MA. The temperature is slightly 26B. The temperature is 
C<lll1fortabLe. too cold or too hot. significant!)' too cold or 

too hot. 

Noise Noise Noise 
(!9 The wort area is qU>et. 27A. The W<ri area is 27B. The work area is significantly 

slightly noisy. noisy (too noisy to cany on 
a con...ersation). 

floor Surface floor Sumce Floor Surface JD The fl.coring provides 28A. The flooring is 28B. The flooring is moderately 
good traction. slightly slippery. to eortremely slippe-1)1. 

29. The fl.coring is sufficiently ~ The l\ooring mntrlbute< 29B. The flooring contributes 
padded to nelie-...e stress slight stress co the moderate to extreme stress 
on back and legs. back and legs. to the back and legs.. 

30. Roor mats are provided to 3QA. Standing 0-SO'II. of time 30B. Standing mone ttian 50'!. 
reliew stress on back and without floor mats or other ol time without floor mats 
legs. Employee can alternate means to relieve stress or other means to ielieYe 
between sitting and standing . on back and legs. stress on back and leg<. 

Commenu: _ E_m_p_l_oy_e_e_1 _ta_k_e_s_a_b_r_e_a_k_fr_o_m_re_a_c_h_in_g_a_n_d_b_e_n_d_in_g_o_v_e_r_e_v_e_ry_1_5_-_2_0 __ 
minutes. When asked why, employee 1 stated, taking a break to walk around relieves tension in the back 

and legs. Employee also suggested that the over excessive bending and reaching was the most stressful part of 

assemblioq an electrical wire harness and wanted the gbservor to realty oav attention to that part of the task. 

Note: The levels provided atio.e are standard practices which have been accepted or established by NIMH. 
OSHA. AMSII and ottier related organizations. ,.. .. ,. __ ....,_,,,..... ______ ...... _,....,.,,__,.___, ..... _____ ............ _.,._,._......,.,.__ .._ ______ ,._. ___ ....._,.,. ............................. ._..._ .. _ .... __ ,,,,,,. __ ,. ______ _ --- ....................................... _ ... __ ..._~------.... ·~---
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Figure 6.  Ergonomic task analysis page 6. 
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Figure 7.  Ergonomic task analysis page 7. 

Summary worksheet Drl • 
(GG.diti.oa ldul 

WU111n9 r:w 
Lewi Artlcm 

""""...i"'ta1'"'•-·v 
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Action Plan 
Today's date: April 19, 2019 Date Solution to be Completed 
location/Dep,artment: _Confidential I Assembl)( Line,_ ___________________ _ 

Jcl>/fask Title: Production/ Assembly line electrician 
Evaluator: _Anthony l:lendlicks, ________________________ _ 

Desoibe MSD i n previous 2~ months: back and shoulder achs, stiffness in the hamstrings and knees 

and lower back. 

Task, Assembling an electrical wire harness _____________________ _ 

Summa,y of Problem: Repetition..seaching and bending for long periods lo assemble an electrical wire __ 

hamess.~---------------------------------
Altemative Solution and Costs, _______________________ _ 

Recommended Solution: l ) Engir,eering Provide an adequate adjuctable table to assemble the electlical 

wire harness on. 

2) Administrative: Provide a 2 person percedure to assemble the electlical wire harness. 

3) Use of pe,sonal protective eq•ipment N/A 

Date Solution Actually Completed: _______ Actual Cost 

-
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Summary  

The Summary worksheet shows how each applicable ergonomic stress factor was graded 

by the following three risk-level categories.  Each category describes why the employee’s 

movements are ideal, warning, or take-action.  For the “Ideal Level,” the stress factors were: 

• Force (1) 

• Lifting and material handling (1) 

• Environment (5)  

For the “Warning Level,” ergonomic stress factors were: 

• Posture 

• Force  

• Lifting and material handling 

• Environment  

For the “Take-Action Level,” ergonomic stress factors were: 

• Repetition 

• Reach 

• Static Loading (2) 

• Contact Stress  
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Chapter V: Discussion, Conclusion, and Recommendation 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the job tasks of an assembly line employee 

electrician who must assemble an electrical wire harness to determine mitigation methods for the 

ergonomic stress factors associated with the job.   

Research Objectives 

The goals that guided this study were: 

• Use the Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet to evaluate the process of assembling 

an electrical wire harness. 

• Analyze the data collected to identify which ergonomic stressors are contributing 

factors to employee musculoskeletal disorder complaints. 

Methodology 

This researcher used the Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet to evaluate the process of 

assembling an electrical wire harness to breakdown each of the employee’s movements into the 

following ergonomic stress factor categories: repetition, posture, lifting and material handling, 

reach, force, static loading and fatigue, and pressure/contact stress.   

After collecting data from the ergonomic task analysis worksheet, the data was analyzed 

to identify which ergonomic stressors are contributing factors to employee’s musculoskeletal 

discomfort.  Each step associated with assembling an electrical wire harness was scored into 

ideal, warning, and take-action categories.  Doing so provided a hierarchy for the steps that need 

to be abated as soon as possible compared to the ideal steps ranked much lower in the list.   

Discussion 

Company XYZ is a steel manufacturing company that produces and distributes street 

sweepers.  The facility hosts a wide range of office and plant employees.  Plant employees are 
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tasked with the production of the street sweepers.  The production process is divided step-by-step 

from start to finish of each street sweeper.   

The steps to building a street sweeper include mailing and receiving, welding, painting, 

then the assembly line of merging the parts together, and lastly, testing the finished product.  

Each step is an intricate piece to delivering quality products, not only performing as expected, 

but also visually appealing to assist with continuous sales.  Towards the end of production, 

assembly line workers are tasked with assembly an electrical wire harness that controls the 

features to each street sweeper.  Assembling an electrical wire harness can vary for completion 

time depending on customer’s request for different features.  On average to complete the street 

sweeper it takes 120 minutes.  To briefly describe the procedure, only one assembly-line 

employee can assemble an electrical wire harness at a time.  That employee at the time is 

required to follow these steps:  

• Check to see customer’s request 

• Layout base of the harness on the floor 

• Individually attach smaller wires every 6-12 inches to the base by zip tying them 

• Attach all wires collectively to the base every 6-12 inches by zip tying them 

• Double check to ensure finished electrical wire harness meets customer’s request  

After completing an electrical wire harness, assembly line employees had been experiencing 

discomfort in their neck, back, shoulders, and knees, which led them to file complaints with 

Company XYZ.  Currently, Company XYZ does not have metrics in place to provide 

quantifiable data that narrows down which movements caused the employees discomfort.  If left 

untreated, employees will continue to aggravate the areas of discomfort that lead to nagging 

musculoskeletal injuries.   
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Musculoskeletal injuries are injuries or pain within the musculoskeletal system.  Some 

common musculoskeletal disorders are carpal tunnel syndrome, back disability, and rotator cuff 

tendonitis.  These types of injuries can be mitigated if caught at an early stage.  One way of early 

detection is for companies to have a successful ergonomics plan in place.  Ergonomics is an 

applied science and focuses on the design of equipment to fit the majority of people who must 

interact with it (OSHA, 2000).  The six core elements for a successful ergonomics program are 

management commitment, employee involvement, identification of problem jobs, analyzing and 

developing controls for problem jobs, training and education, and medical management (Monroe, 

2006).  As previously stated, Company XYZ has been missing a core component to a successful 

ergonomic plan, which is analyzing and developing controls for problem jobs.  This component 

provides methods to produce quantifiable data that can lead to a meaningful solution.  

The Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet, created by the Great American Insurance 

Company (2004), categorizes the most common risk factors to observe when evaluating high-

risk jobs that can lead to musculoskeletal disorders.  The risk factor categories include repetition, 

posture, vibration, reach, force, static loading and fatigue, contact stress impacts, lifting and 

materials handling, and the environment.  Within the categories, the assessor must score each 

risk factor as ideal, warning level, or take-action.  Ideal is considered as acceptable, and no 

changes are required.  Warning level categorizes the action/task as being acceptable but with 

some areas of concern that can lead to injuries down the line.  Take-action items are high risk 

actions/task an employee is performing that draws serious concern to their safety and should be 

abated as soon as possible.  The Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet was essential in evaluating 

potential MSD concerns associated with the assembly of the electrical wire harness for Company 

XYZ’s employee. 
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Conclusions 

After utilizing the Ergonomic Task Analysis worksheet to guide observations while a 

first-shift employee electrician assembled the electrical wire harness, enough quantifiable data 

was collected to identify the ergonomic stress factors and the high-risk movements associated 

with assembling an electrical wire harness.  The “Ideal Level” ergonomic stress factors and 

movements were as follows:  

• Lifting and material handling  

• Force 

• Environment  

The ideal level is considered as acceptable, and no changes are required.  Lifting and material 

handling is ideal because the employee exerted only slight force to push the toolbox to the 

workstation less than 10 times, exerted slight force to push the stool/chair to the workstation less 

than 10 times, and exerted minimal force to lower the base to the ground.  Force is ideal because 

the observed employee’s hands were in a power grip position while exerting minimal force to 

grab and hold zip ties.  Environment is ideal because the employee had adequate control over the 

workstation, the lighting was adequate for the task, the temperature of the plant was comfortable, 

and work area was quiet.   

The “Warning Level” ergonomic stress factors and movements were as follows: 

• Posture 

• Lifting and material handling force 

• Environment 

The warning level categorizes the action/task as being acceptable but with some areas of concern 

that can lead to injuries down the line.  Warning level categories, if caught early, can be abated 
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before the exposure to the employee gets any worse.  Posture was categorized as a warning level 

during the observation because the employee sat in the stair/stool position for extended time with 

little to no back support.  The employee had to sit for over a third of the time while assembling 

the electrical wire harness, which added up to approximately 90 minutes.  Contact stress was 

categorized as a warning level because while the employee sat in the chair, their hamstrings were 

at the edge of the metal chair.  Force was categorized as warning level because the employee’s 

hands were in a pinch position while exerting less than two pounds of force tying wires together 

every 6-12 inches.  Environment was categorized as warning level because the concrete flooring 

contributed slight stress to the back and legs.   

The “Take-Action Level” ergonomic stress factors and movements were as follows:  

• Reach 

• Repetition  

• Static Loading 

• Contact Stress 

Take-action items were high risk actions/task an employee was performing that draws serious 

concern to their safety and should be abated as soon as possible.  The employee continuously had 

to bend and reach more than 45 degrees throughout the 2-hour task of assembling an electrical 

wire harness.  Repetition was graded take action because of the repetitive hand motions the 

employee had to make to zip tie each individual wire to the base, then as a group to the base.  

Similar to the repetition category, static loading was graded take action because more than 50% 

of the task is repetitive.  Contact stress was graded take-action because of the constant pressure 

on the employee’s hamstrings from sitting on the stool/chair.  
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Recommendations 

Following the risk-level hierarchy, the take-action recommendations will be first 

followed by the warning level recommendations.  Lastly, comments made explaining the ideal 

level justify why those ergonomic stress factors for electricians assembling the electrical wire 

harness the are acceptable if kept under control.  Each ergonomic stress factor was given either 

an engineering control recommendation or an administrative control recommendation.  

Engineering control is focused on the design of the equipment to better fit the employee using it, 

which helps omit or significantly reduce the employee’s exposure to risk.  An administrative 

control focuses on the changes within the procedure the employer can adjust to mitigate the 

employee’s exposure to risk.  

The following ergonomic stress factors are eliminated by using the Translyft double 

horizontal lifting table to assemble an electrical wire harness: 

• Reach (take-action)  

• Contact stress (take-action)  

• Lifting and material handling (warning)  

• Posture (warning)  

The Translyft table (see Figure 8) is adjustable by both height and length.  The table lifts as high 

as 6 feet and lowers to ground level.  The table can extend horizontally as much as 14 feet 

(Translyft, 2019).  The lifting and lowering feature will eliminate employees reaching or bending 

forward more than 45 degrees when assembling an electrical wire harness.  The extension feature 

of the table helps to have a flat surface to assist with keeping the electrical wire harness straight, 

assisting with the mitigation of lifting and lowering the base of the electrical wire harness.   
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Purchasing a Translyft table will also assist with the mitigation of another take-action 

ergonomic stress factor, which is contact stress.  Contact stress is considered take-action because 

the observed employee’s hamstrings were constantly at the metal edge of the stool.  By having 

an adjustable table, the employee is not required to sit on the stool the entire time and can adjust 

the table to standing height to relieve stress.  When the employee is required to sit on the stool, 

he or she does not have to reach or lean forward more than 45 degrees, because the table can lift 

or lower to employee’s one preferred setting.  Having the adjustable table will improve employee  

posture, which was graded at a warning level.  

 

Figure 8. Translyft double horizontal lifting table.  

The following ergonomic stress factors could be eliminated by utilizing the AT3080: 

• Repetition (take-action) 

• Static loading (take-action)  

• Force (warning)  
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The AT3080 (see Figure 9) is an automatic zip tying gun that specializes in increasing 

productivity while reducing manual labor (Hellermann Tyton, 2019).  Repetition and static 

loading are take action because the observed employee has to zip tie wires individually to the 

base of the electrical wire harness every 6 to 12 inches.  While zip tying, the employee exerts 

slight force continuously while their hands are in the pinch-grip position.   

To eliminate the employee’s exposure to the repetition, static loading, and force, it is 

recommended that Company XYZ purchase an AT3080 auto tool.  By automating this process, 

the Company XYZ will eliminate the static loading build up from the employee constantly 

repeating the zip tying motions and eliminate the employee’s hands being in the pinch-grip 

position at all.  To purchase, refer to the AT3080 link on the reference page.   

  

Figure 9. The AT3080. 
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 The following ergonomic stress factor is reduced when utilizing the custom runner mats: 

• Environment  

The custom runner mats (see Figure 10) are specially designed anti-fatigued mats that provide 

more comfort to employees having to be on their feet for an extended period of time 

(ErgoWorks, 2019).  The mat will reduce the stress the concrete floor adds to employees when 

having to stand.   

To purchase the custom runner mat, refer to the link on the reference page. 

  

Figure 10.  Custom runner mats.  

The following ergonomic stress factors are ideal and do not need an action plan: 

• Force  

• Lifting and material handling  

• Environment 

The observed employee demonstrated ideal force while holding zip ties in power-grip hand 

position.  The employee exerted slight force to push and pull the cart to the work station, which 

is why lifting and material handling is graded ideal for this task.  Lastly, the employee’s 
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environment is ideal because the lighting is adequate for the task, the temperature is comfortable, 

the work area is quiet, and the floor provides adequate traction.    
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Appendix A: Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet 

 

Ergonomics Task Analysis Worksheet 
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lS.B. Fing r(i) 
C iv od 

conool 

168. Hl,,d s, too~ or ol:1-J cu that 
c:on~trn force or h;a 
no huW!l 

Choow, One 

16"1. Ob witti 
,a·,,.1r;w• rd l\ar,dle:11, 

S1LI ppttrinus 
17A. Glo'Y 

16EI. Obj "'ti\ 
1'10 hilndl. 

SLlpp..-lncu 
1 TB. GLo·.-es .ar n,e 

-
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Static Loading and fatigue 
S tic Load,ng f ·f ·r~ to yin; n tht po1it5rNt ror pr~or1 ·d p nod$, Tu thn • t 
m0t1on:.i for long dur1tions (6 · onds or mor y (mo th n )0 
;,,,- i th bk ,hood of f.ui;u 

I4Hl Waiilig l.lwl · No:altor 
Dura 0111 D tlo.n 
18. Cont. nt pot.lt\on. tool or llA~ Oni nt podt'c>n. 1001 Ot 

obj· tis h d l ~ wr, obj · t is h d 6 ,o o 
6 eond) ond~ 

R p t1tto11 Rtpetltlon 
19. ~ s rh n 2 5,. of U!i:k 191-. 25'- to~ oft a~k 

ls rtperi . l'l ~pt(i(lil 

Presmre/ Co,ntact Stress/Repeated Impacts 
A r 11 to p i!'Uuri or conuict from cools or Q11i) nt n,ndl ci"I n.er w 

also 1ppt' s to rh.lrp eo rs of d lt1 Gt c=nt r tops. Im ct r ' to lht 
t, mm r. ( artd to Forre COl!di ·ons J'n tt 16.J 

ldtll Wunhlg 1twl · Noaltor 
ZO. No conuct or lmp_ct st.re'~; 

tools. ob en. or ·1ukst..lcian 
do IYlt pN!u • gilMt f'l!Nli 
orba,d-J 

Lifting and Materials Handling 
lllNI Wunhlg Ltwl • Noaltor 

Tlkt Action 
Duration 
llB. Gon nt pos 

ob b h \d 
10 s.te0nd~ 

bpetl 01:1 
1'8. Mo1 

lia 

h ihlt Cf 

of tuncb. 

or q 

2 l. No ti ftiDg or lo ...eri n.g of 
materials (se-e al.so Forc:e for 
.,.. ghts or objt'ru ha ~li!d) 

.2 lA. Qccasion lift ng nd/M 
lowering (no nio th;an 
20 ti IT'IM p h :.if) 

218. Conn1nt lifting artd/or 
' ri~ {mn thil n 
20 · per hDtJ r} 

Push/1Pull Pu5h/ Pull Pulf!J PuU 

[ 

22. No pus.ht"'!! or pu ling or 
,earn or matl!'rlah 

2 ZA. Ptt~ing or pulti ~ .0-~ 
nru p shift 

2218., Pushin1,1 or pu ·"9 l: m n 

23. Slight f im:e is; rpqulr!d ro 
pu~ or l)ILU carts or materiah 
Pushing is; prerM~d oYer 

Lin o !I ects.. 

2JA_Jr-'li,llerate- fo,a is: ·l'!d 
to pus.h or pull i:aru a, 

ma ttria Ls.. 

§0 aru per shift 

238., Higl'I for~ is. reqtrirfd co 
pui; h Of l lfria !s.. 
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Work,.Ke 
24. , II.ti~~ conrnil 

p,iCL 

l_iglrting 
25. The lighting is •deq;J,ate 

forlh! laslc.. 

Tempel'iltun! 
26. The tt!'"'lpeDWfl! is 

camfo~. 

1.1ise 
21. The 

floor SurfUJ!o 
28. The flooring provides 

good traction. 

29. The flooring is wfficie-ntiy 
padded to retie~,-e ~ 
on ba •nd legs.. 

30. Floof 11Yts. •re ~e-d ta 
ri!IN!li-e -sCJ!t'S.S on ~d a~ 
Legs. Employe,e un .t~e 
be :e,(!f'J sitting .md st.lrxting. 

Ligbti'ag 
25.A.. The lighting is stiqltly 

tag brigt.t IJJ too cb 
ror U,e gslt. 

T peRture-
2Ut. The ~'"'lpl!DWR! is sli,g..'1dy 

tag cold or loo hot. 

CJhe, 

21A. The •re• is 
slightl.y fN:USJ. 

Roor- Sa~e 
2'Btt. The flooring is 

slightly 51.i pp!'l\i. 

2'1A. The flooring CDflbl!xJtes 
s1.-t W\5.s. c.a the 
bad and le.gs.. 

lllA. S't.iooing G-~ of ti e 
"th:iul ft.ex.tr m.u cw ether 

115 la rtolie'i I!' slJ'H5i 
on bade and ~ 

Wortc:,.m! 
248.. 1 orl hH no umtrol 

~r WIJfli. p;11ce. 

Lighting 
2~8.. 1h,e lig ting is signific.intly 

loo brig l Of tJJll dallc 
for the Ink. 

Tl!IJIJ1eRblrl! 
268.. 1he pe-ralure ts 

siq ific.antly coo cold or 
loo ha.t. 

Hoise 
278.. Th!I! NOit .vea is si,g.nifir.alltiy 

noisy (too noisy lCI any on 
• ml1',~n.ati,m). 

Roor Sii:rf•ce 
288.. lb!! flooriing is oderately 

to ~y slippery. 

298.. lb!! flooiing COllbibutle:5 

i:noclesa'N!- ca ~ e, st.n!ss 

to the bi and le,p.. 

108.. 'StMMfing more thiill SO'f. 
01 . . th0ul lfkKx i:iwts 

CClilDm~ats: -----------------------------------

ob!,! The lnels p~ ilOO'i'I! •re sundan:I poc:1ict!S. hich !Qw bee-n ac_O!pt2\':I at"~ by 105.H. 
OSHA.. AUSll iWI o er ~ arga,nilloolK.. 

. --·- ---
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Snmmny Woduhe@t Dm 

C ullllliti.a. l41e;al 
uabuJ 'hk• 
Lnllt Ad:Jaa 

'11f ,.-ntllo'I ,:yet.-:)' 30.60 samais; t tlW 
UI II 

z ~ a 
l. 

] 3" ll 

"· .;. u ,u 

' I 41 

~ 4C ,4( 

' 40 liD 

'S • 5 YI '51 

•• Ii li,II 15,1 

6 H H 

7 111, 11 

~-) I ... II 

I 11,1 u 

I II .. 
' 'iC IC 

' IIID IC 
10. 

LO lo.A IQ.,I 

LC> 11111 1111 

LC' lOC lCC 

,a m 
L1 IU. Ill 

12. 
L2 IV. IZll 

B. 
Ll llA 13" 

ll 1311 Ill 

l~-
IA, tu. 1'8 

l'S. LS 15" 151 

l&.. 
1.6 ru. (Iii 

11. IIICDIM! ., ~ 
L7 17.A ne 

LI. lM llll 

"-111 t• IM IH 

• 2 hllul"li/ · ' zo 2Q,tlo 201 
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SuuuJy Worbbfft .. 
fl - • I I ..... ... .... 

Um.tMllll~II .... 

l1 U.A ltl 

"17 UA 121 

H lli m 

z l& 1'1 241 
lS. 1U n1 
l6 l6A 10 

l7 11.A 171 
tJ 11A DI 

1, HA 191 

l:J I~ 

Action Plan 
Todays ~tf! ~tf SOiution to bt Complflfd 

lo<~tion/Dfp,artmMt: 

lob/Jail lit.If.: 

Entuator: 

Oesmbf MSO "n prmous 2, onths: 

T 
Su Nry of Problem! _________________________ _ 

Attemauw, Sobmon and Costs: ______________________ _ 

Recommtfldfd Solul~ l) EngtnHMg __________________ _ 

Z) Adm nhtrattw4 ---------------------------

l) Use of pmc>Nl p«lttcti tqUiPftnl _,,,_,, ________________ _ 

Oatt Solut10n Actmlly Compltted: _________ Actu.al Cost: ________ _ 
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Appendix B: IRB Consent Form  

 
Consent to Participate In UW-Stout Approved Research  

  
Title: An Evaluation of Ergonomic Stress 

Factors at Company XYZ 
  

Research Sponsor: John Dzissah  
(715-232-1265) 246 Jarvis Hall-Tech 

Wing  
Investigator: 
Anthony Hendricks Jr.  
 (773-750-3697). 

  
  
 

Description: 
The purpose of this research is to identify the ergonomic stress factors associated with 
assembling an electrical wire harness at Elgin Sweeper. Ergonomic stress factors can include: 
awkward postures, repetitive motions, and excessive reaching.  Identifying ergonomic stress 
factors can prevent musculoskeletal injuries. To identify the ergonomic stress factors associated 
with assembling an electrical wire harness I plan to observe the assembly line employee that is 
assigned with the wire harness task. I will observe by following guidelines on the Liberty Mutual 
Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet. Utilizing this worksheet will help pinpoint the motions that 
are causing aches, strains, or stiffness, also known as ergonomic stress factors. Once the 
motions are pinpointed I can then research mitigation methods to limit or eliminate the motions 
within the task that are contributing to the stress factors.  
 
  
Risks and Benefits: 
The minimal risk perceived during my observation would be the discomfort (stiff neck/back & 
shoulder strains) of the employee assembling the wire harness. The observed employee will 
benefit because he will know exactly what motions during the task are causing their discomfort. 
Also, once the motions are pinpointed a mitigation plan to limit or eliminate those motions will 
follow.  
 
  
Time Commitment: 
The time frame will be one day or the amount of time it takes to finish one electrical wire 
harness.  
  
 
Confidentiality: 
I will not include your name or your employer on any of the documents. This informed consent 
will only be seen by myself, your EHS manager, and the UW-Stout IRB and not turned in with any 
other documents.  
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Right to Withdraw: 
Your participation in this study is one-hundred percent voluntary, you can decline participation 
without any consequences. If you choose to participate and down the line decide to withdraw 
your participation, you have the right to do so without any consequences.  
  
  
IRB Approval: 
This study has been reviewed and approved by The University of Wisconsin-Stout's Institutional 
Review Board (IRB). The IRB has determined that this study meets the ethical obligations 
required by federal law and University policies.  If you have questions or concerns regarding this 
study please contact the Investigator or Advisor.  If you have any questions, concerns, or 
reports regarding your rights as a research subject, please contact the IRB Administrator. 
  
  
Investigator: Anthony Hendricks Jr., 773-

750-3697, 

hendricksa7979@my.uwstout.edu. 

  

IRB Administrator 
Elizabeth Buchanan  
Office of Research and Sponsored 
Programs 
152 Vocational Rehabilitation Bldg.  
UW-Stout 
Menomonie, WI 54751 
715.232.2477 
Buchanane@uwstout.edu  

Advisor: John Dzissah, 715-232-1265, 

dzissahj@uwstout.edu.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                     
Statement of Consent: 
By signing this consent form you agree to participate in the project entitled, “An Evaluation of 
Ergonomic Stress Factors at Company XYZ.”   
  
 
 
_________________________________________________ 
Signature                                                                     Date 
 


